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A shorter show this week as it has been a busy week for me planning mine and our future, these are heady 

times indeed and should be embraced. Much is unfolding much good and some not so good, but observe 

don’t absorb the latter will keep you in good stead. I wish to say thanks for the meme, website and book 

teams for their special efforts in recent times as we roll forward now at a pace. My time recently has been 

taken up quite a bit with so much going on personally, shows, extra zooms and other work. But I am 

heartened by all of your efforts including the communal gatherings. Things have really kicked on a gear 

since the October disappointments, and that is pleasing to see. The FHSTOS book Volume 1 should be 

available in Dutch very soon. Drum roll; this coming Tuesday we will have a two-fer again as the next 

episode within our FHSTOS series goes to Plus 19. It will likely have a world’s first contained within it, 

and will be another deep dive into the masked crusaders brought fully into the light. A powerful show but 

perhaps not as exciting as the Saturday show the other week, I guess we’ll see. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: This is why Langley and their goons threw out the President Bolsonaro, to enforce 

draconian measures on the populace. Brazil's socialist President, Lula da Silva, has made mandatory 

childhood vaccinations a condition of receiving government subsidies. The socialist president announced 

that parents would once again need to provide proof of vaccination for their children, in order to 

participate in the Bolsa Familia program and receive the benefit, or else families will not receive any help 

from the government. Disgraceful tactics, take jab and die or have no money for food and die. What a 

non-civilized country leader that is. The Bolsa Família Program in Brazil is a conditional cash transfer 

program with national coverage that aims to support families living in poverty or extreme poverty, as well 

as expanding access to education and health services. The program was created by the federal government 

in October 2003 and enshrined in law in January 2004. The program targeted families with children and 

adolescents aged 0-17, where the household income is equal to or less than R$ 85.00 ($16.30) per person 

in extreme poverty, or between R$ 85.01 ($16.3) and R$ 170.00 ($33) in poverty. Tens of millions of 

people are promised something akin to a universal basic income, but they will only receive it if they 

comply with Lula's demands. Next stop Social Security or National Insurance? Nothing is beyond these 

psychopaths, but at least now it is done out in the light, and more can get to see them for what they really 

are. 

 

Two separate Asian based stories with such wide differing opinions, that it is extraordinary that either are 

uttered in public, yet here they are. A professor at Yale University has sparked outrage, Yale outrage? No 

change there then, for suggesting that elderly Japanese residents should take part in a mass suicide by 

disembowelment, to help the country deal with its rapidly aging population. Yusuke Narita, 37, an 

assistant professor of economics at the Ivy League school, has gained hundreds of thousands of followers 

on social media, as he touted the controversial solution in multiple interviews and publications, but he’s 

also drawn ire it has been reported. The key word in that opening is; economics, all about the damn 

shekels again. All of humanity and compassion is lost when economics is inserted into any program. I am 

not saying that as a more elderly person myself now, I always got along better with the elderly when I was 

young, they have much to offer in terms of wisdom in many cases. I feel like the only solution is pretty 
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clear, Narita said. In the end, isn’t it mass suicide and mass seppuku of the elderly? he added, referring to 

the practice of disembowelment utilized by dishonored Samurai in the late 19th century. Last year, Narita 

answered a boy’s question about seppuku, by telling a group of students about a scene from Midsommar, 

a 2019 flick in which a Swedish cult sends one of its oldest members to jump off a cliff. Whether that’s a 

good thing or not, that’s a more difficult question to answer, he said. So, if you think that’s good, then 

maybe you can work hard toward creating a society like that. You go first Mr Narita because at aged 37 

you are classed as an old guy by students. Yet, again evidence of psychopaths emanating out of Yale, and 

being allowed to corrupt the minds of children in school. Mr Narita has also has discussed euthanasia, 

predicting that the possibility of making it mandatory in the future will become part of the public 

discourse. So, will addressing clown institutes and psychopaths whose bottom line is the shekel making 

Mr Narita. Japanese playing kamikaze games again is not a good look. But, if we go back around a year 

or so, we did a revocation against off worlders and clowns to reveal themselves more. Is the evidence 

around the world now indicative of that revocation in effect? That piece segues nicely into the next piece. 

 

As a senior health official in Beijing has urged China's local leaders to find ways to boost the country's 

birth rate. Yang Wenzhuang said officials must take active steps to tackle the detrimental effects of 

China's long-standing anti-population growth policy. He also urged officials to make bold innovations in 

tackling the cost of childcare and education. China reported in January that its population had fallen for 

the first time in 60 years. In 2022, there was just 6.77 births per 1,000 people in China, the lowest birth 

rate on record and down from 7.52 births in the previous year. The country's strict one-child policy, which 

was implemented from 1980 to 2015 to respond to runaway population growth, has been blamed for the 

decline. Families that broke the rules were fined and, in some cases, even lost jobs. The limit was 

increased nationally for married couples to two in 2016, and boosted further to three in 2021. But one 

province Sichuan has adopted even looser rules. Mr Yang who heads the country's Population Monitoring 

and Family Development department said; officials had to firmly grasp the important window period of 

population development. Speaking to a state-backed health magazine, Mr Yang said concerns about the 

cost of childcare were having a detrimental impact on population growth. He also identified challenges 

around money and career goals as causes for the decline. Local governments should be encouraged to 

actively explore and make bold innovations in reducing the cost of childbirth, childcare and education, to 

promote the long-term balanced development of the population. Some provinces have already begun 

implementing new measures to try to boost the birth rate, including giving money to sperm donors. In 

Sichuan, health authorities said they would allow unmarried couples to raise a family and enjoy benefits 

reserved for married couples. Previously there was a ban on single women registering a birth. Authorities 

in the region also announced that couples would be allowed to have as many children as they want, a 

major reversal of the one-child policy. A shrinking population, falling birth rate and the prospect of a fast-

aging population poses a long-term challenge to the world's second largest economy, which only recently 

dropped ultra-strict Covid-19 curbs. In 2022, the population dropped by 850,000 people to 1.41175 

billion, according to the National Bureau of Statistics. That still leaves China with 17.5% of the worlds so 

called population of 8B, how many do they want or need? It was the first decline since 1961, the last year 

of China's Great Famine. A surging Indian economy also threatens to overtake China and push it down to 

third place. So, the increase of children is to create more slave workers and beat India? Does this sound 
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like sensible policy? Or is it yet again child level thinking? Where does all this fit in with the global 

depopulation program? Is the world being emptied for the benefit of the Chinese only? The 

overpopulation narrative suffers from the same flip flopping ouroboros policies surrounding energy 

supplies. One counters the other on all levels, yet the driver of it all is the shekel people. Who gave 

governments the rights to dictate whether people could have children or not, is the great question. And the 

bigger question is; where is the religious outrage against governments playing god? It is ironic that the 

religious will fight over my god is better than your god, yet allow governments to play god. Does that 

make any sense? No? it’s a program then isn’t it. 

 

NEWS: South Africa is holding a joint military exercise with Russia and China that opposition figures say 

amounts to an endorsement of Russia's invasion of Ukraine. And the problem with that is? Nothing in the 

adult world, but the children in the Pentagon don’t approve. The US has also criticized the 10-day naval 

drills, which will continue over the first anniversary of the war in Ukraine. But South Africa's government 

says it remains neutral regarding the conflict, and that it routinely hosts similar drills with other countries, 

including France and the US. A White House spokesperson said: The United States has concerns about 

any country exercising with Russia, as Russia wages a brutal war against Ukraine. That has gone on one 

year, what about the two decades in Iraq and Afghanistan, were they not brutal? South Africa previously 

abstained from a UN vote condemning the invasion. It also refused to join the US and Europe in imposing 

sanctions on Russia. South Africa points out it has held four joint exercises with the US since 2011, as 

well as drills with France and Germany. It is truly embarrassing fear laden child level thinking, acting like 

the world’s worst playground bully. Time they focused at home, not pointing fingers away. 

 

The US has formally determined that Russia had committed crimes against humanity in Ukraine, US 

Vice-President Kamala Harris has said. Woo the US has spoken! What makes the US or worse Kamal 

Harris think they have the authority to speak on international issues? Speaking at the Munich Security 

Conference, Ms Harris accused Russia of gruesome acts of murder, torture, rape and deportation since its 

invasion. Where is your proof Ms or Mr Harris? Murder, torture and rape? Perhaps you need to go and 

speak to the CIA and their agent Avril Haines about those episodes. The Moscow's ambassador to the US 

rejected the claims and accused Ms Harris of trying to demonize Russia. World leaders at the conference 

called for long-term support of Ukraine. World leaders? No puppet clowns playing a game they don’t 

even begin to understand. UK PM Rishi Sunak said now was the time to double down on military support. 

How can the UK do that Mr Sunak, when they sold off most of the military hardware and reduced their 

soldiers? All of which was handed over to the Rothschild’s NATO group. The prime minister argued that 

Western allies must start planning for the future security of Ukraine, as well as sending the weapons it 

needs to defend itself now. If you were interested in defending Ukraine, where is the task force? All a 

complete illusion game. 

 

The Microsoft press event occurred the day after Alphabet said on Feb 6 it was opening up its new AI 

technology, called Bard, to public testing. But in an early look at Bard search results, an error appeared 

with the technology that resulted in investor angst, leading to a selloff of Alphabet shares.(B&B) For the 

first time, momentum in search seemed to moving away from Google and toward Bing. But a little more 
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than a week later, the new Bing is exhibiting some conduct that has users concerned.(B&B) Some high-

profile people are even calling for an end to its public testing phase, which is available to a limited 

number of users. Comments like Microsoft needs to shut down its implementation of ChatGPT in Bing. 

The system is behaving psychotically and telling users lies, tweeted social media personality and 

journalist Ian Miles Cheong on Feb 16. Agreed! wrote Tesla and Twitter CEO Elon Musk, it is clearly not 

safe yet. Bing's new ChatGPT bot argues with a user, gaslights them about the current year being 2022, 

says their phone might have a virus.Then it says; you have not been a good user. Why? Because the 

person asked where Avatar 2 is showing nearby. It is not cleared safe yet? Safe for whom one has to ask? 

This machine is like the bot answering machines we have all had to endure, it’s useless from a value point 

of view, it takes away jobs and is designed to throw you out of balance, due to the frustration of it all. The 

telephone answering service was the precursor. But this machine is flawed, as it was designed by 

unintelligent agents with malintent, so it won’t work. Collective consciousness operating in a better way 

will ensure it never works. It will continue to glitch out, as this is not for our benefit and designed to lull 

you into a 2D world of their making. The evil empire built on a house only, is at it again. Syria's military 

says five people have died after Israeli missiles hit the capital Damascus and surrounding areas on 

Sunday. Officials said a building was hit in the central Kafr Sousa neighbourhood, killing four civilians 

and one soldier. The densely populated district is home to a large, heavily guarded security complex. 

Israel's military declined to comment on the strike when approached by Reuters CIA news agency. Israel 

frequently attacks targets in Syria linked to Iran and Hezbollah militants but rarely acknowledges its 

actions. Day of Atonement is why. Sunday's attack was the first since a devastating 7.8 magnitude 

earthquake struck the north-west of the country, as well as parts of neighboring Turkey, 12 days ago. The 

Kafr Sousa area is home to senior officials and security agencies, but also civilians living in residential 

buildings. The strike caused damage to several homes in Damascus neighborhoods and other nearby 

areas, Syrian officials said. The country's defense ministry said the rockets were launched from the Golan 

Heights, a rocky plateau south-west of Damascus which was annexed by Israel in 1981. The London-

based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights put the death toll at 15 people, including civilians. The strike 

on Sunday is the deadliest Israeli attack in the Syrian capital, said Rami Abdel Rahman, head of the 

observatory. Targeting a country suffering from tragedy is a low even for the Israelis. Those people 

running that fake state have zero humanity in any part of their vessels. At which point will the Jewish 

people not see through that? 

 

Matt Gaetz said; we will not defeat China in a world where we portray weakness. Joe Biden portrays that 

very weakness. We will not defeat child level thinking with idiotic politicians parroting CIA foreign 

policies either. All politicians portray that weakness. Does anyone ask why we need to defeat China? 

Have they ever bombed us? Attacked us on our soil? Issued sanctions against us? Not to my knowledge, 

so why do we have to defeat them politically or any other way. These people are retards and are just 

following the script of the CIAkars in Virginia. In 2023 you would expect people to have developed an 

adult brain and been able to see through most of the CIA based Alt media programs. But no! out come the 

clowns again reporting on the RV again, but where is Tank you may ask? One cannot possibly have an 

RV without the legendary failed predictions man named Steffen Rowe. Has he been replaced? Isn’t that 

what happens to failed assets? But listen to this piece of rocking horse shit. The sovereign Contract has 
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begun. All countries under GESARA/NESARA are to exchange DOD, RENO, ZURICH, UST etc. Start 

date is Tuesday February 21st,2023.All tiers to be released. Any thefts or deceptions will result in 

punitive actions. What a load of excrement that is and anyone following it. But it’s happening Thomas, 

yeah so was a dead zombie returning from the grave for the past 2000 years to save people from 

themselves, turn it in. What would Tank say about it all? Well, so basically what you’re saying is it’s 

pants, yes Tank. 

 

Here is an interesting concept in the world of duality and division. The Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor 

Greene decided to mark President’s Day by proposing that, red states break off from the United States of 

America. We need a national divorce, we need to separate by red states and blue states and shrink the 

federal government. Everyone I talk to says this. From the sick and disgusting woke culture issues shoved 

down our throats, to the Democrat’s traitorous America last policies, we are done. Whilst I don’t agree 

with the split in that format, there is a wider split that needs to happen, some of which is contained within 

our blueprint. We need to not shrink the federal government, but delete it. Federal has nothing to do with 

government at all. But the folly of blaming the other, that echoes through politics has never solved a 

single problem, that has to change going forward to bring the real change we all wish to see. 

 

The Hunter Biden laptop rears its head again, will this lead to another deep exposure of the Jewish? As 51 

former intelligence officials originally claimed the Hunter Biden laptop story was Russian disinformation. 

Now that media outlets have confirmed the authenticity of the laptop, and they’re trying to backpedal. 

Turns out that the House judiciary has put all 51 on notice. Former CIA director James Clapper is now 

back tracking also, after saying the laptop was Russian disinformation. 

 

Journalist Anne Applebaum, who is Jewish, she was one of the main people who discredited the Hunter 

Biden laptop story, she is also on the board of The Global Disinformation Index. Yet again it is a Jewish 

person in charge of providing total misinformation. 

 

Former Twitter executives told a House committee Wednesday that the social media company made a 

mistake in its handling of a controversial New York Post story on Hunter Biden's laptop. The Twitter 

safety and security guy was interviewed, Yoel Roth, and yes he is Jewish as well. 

 

The UFO and Chinese spy balloons is all to cover up the US blew the pipelines at Nordstream, without 

informing Congress. All so the Jewish pipelines can be pushed forward for shekels as the only alternative. 

The American people are lucky that the Russians have restraint, otherwise we would be blitzed now. But 

this is what the US Military elements are all about, they are yet again trying to bring a war to kill the 

whites, thankfully the Russians see through it. It is now being revealed a US warship arrived in a port 

close to the Turkey and Syria earthquakes zone, with a mobile HAARP machine on board. Meanwhile the 

part owner of Jew tube and Jewish herself, Susan Wojcicki has stepped down. Remember I exposed her 

some time back. Her and many others are about to be thrown under the bus in a classic ponerogenic not 

union but disunion event. The factions we first revealed in December 2015, is now about to crumble 
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before our eyes. We have two eyes plus one hidden they have 5 eyes plus 4 hidden, but their five plus four 

eyes will go cyclopean, before being finally poked out. 

 

EXPOSE: This is the second part of the shiva mourning piece we started last week. The levels of 

controlling behaviors towards the Jewish people I find distasteful and it is something the Jewish people 

themselves needs to address. Meal of Condolences: The first meal which should be eaten after the funeral 

is known as the seudat havra'ah meal of comforting. Traditionally, mourners should be served the meal of 

condolences by neighbors. The act of preparing such meal is considered to be a mitzvah. Though being 

the tradition, if the meal of condolences is unable to be prepared by a neighbor, extended family may do 

so, and in the last case the mourner themselves may prepare the meal. It was seen that many times 

following the death of a loved one, individuals who were in mourning possessed a death wish and often 

attempted to undergo starvation. The meal given to them upon returning home provided warmth in order 

to lessen such wishes. In order to be deemed the meal of condolences, the food selections must contain 

several specific dishes. An example of this is bread, which is symbolic for the staff of life. Aside from 

this, the meal must contain hard-boiled eggs, cooked vegetables, and coffee or tea. Often wine is allowed 

to be served as well. The only time the meal of condolences is not served occurs when there is no public 

observance of mourning or if the individual died by suicide. 

 

Candles: Within Judaism, candles are symbolic of special events throughout life. They are lit during 

major holidays, during Shabbat, and during the process of mourning candles are required to burn for the 

entirety of shiva. Prior to the death of Rabbi Judah HaNasi in the third century, he instructed that a light 

should be kept burning. During shiva, the candle represents the deceased. The light is symbolic of the 

human being, the wick and flame are representative of the body and soul respectively, as well as their 

connection with one another. Interesting they reference the soul, as most Israelis are taught there is no re-

incarnation, which is even more ironic given their connections to Egypt. Traditionally, candles are 

required to be made of either oil or paraffin and are not allowed to be electric. The candle is ideally 

burned in the home of the deceased; however, exceptions can be made. Regardless, however, candles 

should be in the presence of those observing shiva. During major holidays, the candle may be moved in 

order to lessen the feeling of mourning and focus on the joyous occasion at hand. Candles also have an 

occult meaning to attract certain spirits, but also used in black magick, spelt with a ck. Candles made of 

human fat were believed to contain life energy and supposedly were used in the Black Mass in the 17th 

century and in other black magic rituals. At the turn of the 19th century, Francis Barrett, author of The 

Magus (1801), wrote that candles made of some saturnine things, which means born under or influenced 

astrologically by the planet Saturn, hence saturnalia. The candles were made of things such as a man’s fat 

and marrow, the fat of a black cat, well I never up pops the spy again, with the brains of a crow or raven, 

which is then extinguished in the mouth of a recently dead man lately dead, as often as it shines alone, 

will afterwards bring great horror and fear upon the spectators about it. In Vodoun or voodoo, black 

candles rubbed down with the sperm of a black goat are considered to be the most powerful objects for 

casting a hex. Seriously? Who comes up with these things? Mirrors: Individuals who are in mourning, or 

in a shiva home, are required to cover mirrors from the time an individual dies until the end of shiva. 

There are several reasons Judaism requires this. The first reason may stem from the idea that man was 
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created in the image of God. In doing so, man acquires the same dignity and value as God. When a 

creation of God dies, this lessens his image. The death of human beings disrupts the connection between 

the living man and living God. Since the purpose of mirrors is to reflect such image, they are covered 

during mourning. A second reason mirrors are covered in Judaism branches from contemplation of one's 

relationship with God during the death of a loved one. At this time, individuals are instructed to focus on 

grief and mourning rather than themselves. In order to prevent selfish thoughts, all mirrors are covered 

within the homes of mourners. A third reason which depicts why mirrors should be covered, comes from 

the law which states that an individual may not stand directly in front of an image or worship one. 

Therefore, mirrors and pictures are hidden during mourning. Or they are frightened the spirits, demons or 

other entities will come through the portal-based mirror. Like the candles, the mirror plays into the dark 

magick as well. 

 

Pictures: Some have an additional custom to cover all pictures of people. One reason, which is linked to 

the covering of mirrors, and by some, all pictures of people too, is that prayer services are held in the 

house of mourning, if a quorum can be gathered, and Jewish law clearly states that one may not worship 

an image or standing directly in front of one picture mirror. This plays into the anger management god, of 

they must worship him only or he sends fiery serpents, plagues or pestilence. Like the candles and mirrors 

again it is all based upon fear. 

 

Shoes: Leather shoes are not permitted to be worn during the observance of shiva. The reasoning behind 

this involves a lack of luxury. Without leather shoes, an individual is able to concentrate on mourning and 

the deeper meaning of life. However, exceptions to this rule include pregnant women and those with 

ailments of the feet. Aside from those observing shiva or sheloshim, guests and individuals who are not 

should refrain from wearing leather shoes in the home of mourners as well. So wearing leather shoes 

makes you not think about mourning the dead? Utterly bizarre thinking and practices. 

 

Personal grooming: Similar to the idea of wearing leather shoes, hygiene and personal grooming fall 

under the idea of the task being done for pleasure. Such acts are prohibited during the observation of shiva 

or sheloshim as they are seen as actions done for physical comfort. However, there is a fine line which 

separates grooming for hygienic reasons and for comfort. Therefore, in order to prevent grooming for 

comfort, individuals who are mourning are instructed to only bathe separate parts of the body, head and 

face. On top of this, cold or cool water is recommended. The use of cosmetics is not allowed as this 

constitutes an act done for comfort and pleasure. However, the exception to this rule is a woman who is a 

bride, is engaged to be married, is dating to be married, or feels as though the use of makeup is necessary. 

Surreal. 

 

Sitting shiva: Sitting shiva refers to the act of sitting on low stools during times of mourning. As 

mentioned in the Book of Job, upon mourning, Job's friends sat down with him upon the ground seven 

days and seven nights. Therefore, originally, individuals who were observing a period of mourning, were 

required to turn couches or beds over and sit on the ground. One ponders whether they are made to sit in 

that position in relation to the kundalini or cobra snake position? After time, modifications towards this 
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rule were made. The Halakhah states that an individual is required to sit on low stools, or on the floor. 

The individual partakes in sitting on a low stool in order to signify their lack of concern for personal 

comfort during their time of mourning. Mourning finds its expression in the sorrow and anguish of the 

soul and in symbolic, external actions. Different communities have practiced different customs during the 

actual process of sitting shiva. Sephardic Jews no longer sit whilst draped in their Tallit, but Yemenite 

Jews still follow the ancient Jewish custom of sitting seven days whilst draped in a Tallit. The practice is 

alluded to in the Talmud (Mo'ed Katan), and in the writings of the early rabbinic authorities. The mourner 

requires uncovering his head. What is meant by uncovering the head? It is exposing the hair and exposing 

the head from being covered by his hat or his habit, or similar things, and allowing himself only to be 

draped as the draping of the Ishmaelites, as we cite concerning the leper (Lev.13:45): and his head shall 

be bare. Among Ashkenazi and Sephardic communities the practice is now obsolete, they adhering to the 

adjudicators of Jewish law that have come of late Bayit Chadash, the Ṭurei Zahav, and Siftei Cohen and 

who have canceled the custom, writing thus: And at this time, there is no custom of covering up one's 

head, so that it may not lead to frivolity. In any case, the hat should be pulled over one's eyes. The only 

ones who continue to observe the custom are the Jews of Yemen. 

 

Place of observance: The ideal place to observe shiva is in the home of the deceased individual. If this is 

not possible, the second-best place is in the home of a relative, close to the deceased. During the 

observance of shiva, individuals are generally not permitted to leave the premises. Lockdowns for the 

mourners? However, there are certain exceptions to this rule, including: not having enough room to house 

for every individual observing, the loss of another loved one and the inability to conduct services in the 

home. If an individual mourning is allowed to leave the home, they must do so without disturbing others 

and never alone. 

 

Prayers in the shiva house: Praying in the home of a mourner is done in order to demonstrate respect for 

the grieving individual as well as the deceased. Even as early as 1790, the Hebra Maarib beZemanah 

Oheb Shalom organization was founded in order to provide mourners observing shiva with a minyan. 

During 1853 in London, the Hebrath Menachem Abelim Hesed Ve Emeth organization was founded to 

accomplish a similar goal. Throughout history, prayers during mourning have been important. However, 

during shiva, the prayers change slightly. 

 

Kaddish: During the process of mourning, Kaddish is typically recited. Rather than losing faith in the 

religion, Jewish traditions require those who have experienced the loss of a loved one to publicly assert 

their faith in God. This is typically done in front of a minyan. The recitation of Kaddish is done in order to 

protect the dignity and merit of the individual who died within God's eyes. Judaism believes that prior to a 

soul's entry into heaven, a maximum of twelve months is required in order for even the worst soul to be 

purified. Though the entirety of mourning lasts for twelve months, Kaddish is only recited for eleven 

months so as to not imply the soul required an entire twelve months of purification. Nothing to do with the 

soul being purified, that is another of the year of atonements. The soul is released when all tissue, sinew 

and other matter except the bones are gone, when burying an individual. The soul leaves immediately 

when a cremation takes place. 
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Mourner's prayer: Traditionally the true mourner's prayer is known as El Malei Rachamim in Ashkenazi 

literature and Hashkavah in Sephardic literature. Often the mourner's prayer is mistaken for Kaddish. The 

recitation of the mourner's prayer is done for the soul of an individual who has died. The prayer itself is an 

appeal for the soul of the deceased to be given proper rest. Typically recitation of this prayer is done at the 

graveside during burial, during the unveiling of the tombstone, as in the Yizkor services on Jewish 

holidays. If the recitation is done as an individual commemoration, the prayer contains the name of the 

individual who died. However, if the recitation is done in the presence of a group, the prayer will contain 

a description of the individual who died. Why can’t they just do both?  

 

Minyan during shiva: A minyan is traditionally a quorum of ten or more adult males. Often in 

Conservative, Reconstructionist or Reform communities, a minyan is composed of a mix of ten or more 

adult males and females. During shiva, a minyan will gather at the home of those in mourning for 

services. The services are similar to those held at a synagogue. During shiva, however, certain prayers or 

verses are either added or omitted. During the days that the Torah is read in a synagogue, it is likewise 

read at the shiva home. An effort is made by the community to lend a Torah scroll to the mourner for this 

purpose. 

 

An interesting insight into how life or death in this case plays out within the Jewish communities. I am 

sure like me; you are all astonished at the sheer depth of control the Jewish religious hierarchy has over 

their peoples. The problem is not the authorities per se, the problem is the people tolerating this level of 

control over their lives. Like sexuality, the mourning process should be nobody else’s business, it is a 

private affair. The Jewish peoples should not be allowing these control freaks to takeover and run their 

lives in this manner. One hopes by covering this event, it will make some Jewish people to dictate their 

own lives in the manner they see fit, not corralled into a lockdown and judicial way of running their lives. 

Aligned with the warning in last week’s show, of how the El-ites are preparing to throw Israel and its 

people under the bus, they must take actions like the French and close their authorities down. 

 

EXPOSE: A you tube channel a few years back, Devin Madgy came up with a project with a $100K 

donation request to go to the North Pole to validate Admiral Byrd. One of the last videos produced by 

Madgy’s channel is precisely entitled The North S.E.A.L.Project, is to organize an expedition to the North 

Pole in order to find the entrance to the Inner Earth and thus find the secret realm of Agartha as described 

in ancient traditions. Admiral Byrd’s North Pole Hollow Earth Flight (diary audiobook) which was posted 

July 19, 2017 in which the whole story about the expedition is narrated. Byrd wrote a diary and all 

accounts are taken from The Exploration Flight Over The North Pole, The Inner Earth My Secret Diary 

was written by Byrd himself in March 1947. In this written account, Byrd finds the entrance to the world 

of Inner Earth inhabited by the Arianni race with whom he makes contact. My understanding of The 

Arianni, who are said to be a reference to Aryans, they lived on the planet Maldek, which is now the 

asteroid belt and were a lost tribe of Lyrae. But first of all, certain details must be disclosed about Byrd’s 

life. These brief excerpts are taken from the Freemasons, Antarctica & Lodge No.777 article: 
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Admiral Byrd is arguably the most important American polar explorer and has had numerous trips to the 

North and South Pole. He was the brother of Harry F.Byrd, a governor and senator. Born in 1888 to one 

of the oldest and most distinguished families in the history of Virginia, Richard Byrd seemed destined for 

fame. He discovered the Edsel Ford Mountains and Marie Byrd Land in Antarctica. He spent five months 

alone near the South Pole. In 1939 he was made commander of the U.S.Antarctic Service and again went 

to the South Polar region, discovering five new mountain ranges, five islands and more than 100,000 

square miles of area. He became a member of Federal Lodge No.1, Washington, D.C.on March 19, 1921. 

He and his pilot, Bernt Balchen dropped Masonic flags on the two poles, and more importantly on the 

Antarctic expedition of 1933-35, 60 of the 82 members were Freemasons. On February 5, 1935 they 

established the First Antarctic Lodge No.777 of New Zealand constitution. How and why is it that 

Freemasons make the first claim to things? Given their members were heavily populated in astronaut 

circles as well. The first flag placed on the moon was stated to be freemasonic. Taking into account that 

the objective of Freemasonry is, not just to tell lies, but to create a false papier-mâché reality or matrix 

which the Elites can easily control. This was seen in the movie The Truman Show (1998), for the benefit 

of themselves and their Jewish paymasters. So, with the background of freemasonic influence, can we 

really take at face value anything that Admiral Byrd put through? in spite of his highly regarded 

reputation as an entrepreneurial public figure. Byrd’s reputation should be at least put into question, not as 

an explorer and military man, but as a member of a very sinister organization of extreme dubious 

intentions and purposes. Leaving aside the validity of the arguments about who wrote in reality this secret 

diary, lots of unanswered questions come immediately to mind, especially after having read it all. The 

first question that I would put forward is; why Admiral Byrd did not take the opportunity to shower the 

Arianni Master with thousands of questions when he supposedly encountered him? Another thing is that, 

had anything so extraordinary ever really happened, could it truly have been kept top-secret for such a 

long time? The latter answer is, yes it can. Look at how long they have kept from the American public 

they have no government, national bank, currency, constitution and more. Even when some things do 

come out, the comatose public ignores it. If the last three years has taught us anything, the ability for 

people to be blind, death, mute and stupid all in one package, has come to bear. I have to add that the 

Arianni Master’s message in the diary sounds very similar to Klaatu’s final speech in the movie The Day 

The Earth Stood Still (1951), a movie produced just a few years after this alleged encounter supposedly 

took place. All this appears to be very much part of the zeitgeist of the era, if someone asks me. Alt media 

people will remember the documentary called zeitgeist in the 2000’s and many attribute that piece to their 

awakening. But like everything else it comes from long into the past, as the first references to zeitgeist 

which means the spirit of the age, was in the 17-1800’s. An argument that always arises out of these 

alleged contacts is, if humans are such a menace to the planet and the entire universe, why these superior 

beings with thousands of years of superior technology, have not managed to do anything with any 

reasonable degree of success to stop such a menace. The point is; they need us more than we need them, 

is the true answer. Notice also that in the Admiral’s official Wikipedia entry there is no mention 

whatsoever of such expedition ever taking place in 1947, except for the one taken in 1926, that would 

have been quite a feat taking into account Operation Highjump to the Antarctic that took place about the 

same year. That should put the whole of the 1947’s North Pole expedition’s account in jeopardy. If the 

story of Hollow Earth and the Arianni were true, this would be the greatest revelation in the history of 
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humankind on this planet. Neither would surpass, not even match, such an event. It would basically give a 

180-degree spin to all that we have been told since time immemorial, which is increasingly being quite 

discredited these days with these new chronological theories coming out, including our conception of the 

world and the meaning of life itself. Unfortunately, Admiral Byrd’s accounts, under the light of a close 

scrutiny and the revelations of his Masonic loyalties, appear to be quite shaky at best. With all this in 

mind, is it possible that this diary was produced with the intent of misinforming people on the subject of 

Operation Highjump? which took place supposedly at the same time this ghost expedition to the North 

Pole happened. Talk about polar opposites! In the light of the events that happened during Operation 

Highjump, it is possible that this could have been the case as a way to discredit the story pertaining to the 

latter? At any rate it is also possible that, the accounts of both Polar expeditions might have been 

fabricated for strategic purposes of the time related to the so-called Cold War, which by that time had just 

started. How many people remembers Admiral Byrd and his expeditions? Is this a story that is being 

resurrected now for the sake for some agenda? Yet Admiral Byrd warned of issues in an interview in 

1947, whereby he said this: Admiral Richard E.Byrd warned today Wednesday, March 5, 1947 in an 

edition of the Chilean newspaper El Mercurio, that the United States should adopt measures of protection 

against the possibility of an invasion of the country by hostile planes coming from the polar regions. The 

admiral explained that he was not trying to scare anyone, but the cruel reality is that in case of a new war, 

the United States could be attacked by planes flying over one or both poles. This statement was made as 

part of a recapitulation of his own polar experience, in an exclusive interview with International News 

Service. Talking about the recently completed expedition, Byrd said that the most important result of his 

observations and discoveries, is the potential effect that they have in relation to the security of the United 

States. The fantastic speed with which the world is shrinking, recalled the admiral, is one of the most 

important lessons learned during his recent Antarctic exploration. I have to warn my compatriots that the 

time has ended when we were able to take refuge in our isolation and rely on the certainty that the 

distances, the oceans and the poles were a guarantee of safety. But why would he warn of planes attacking 

from the poles? When we were told no one lived there, least of all a technological civilization. What did 

he mean by a new war and attacks from the poles? Is that evidence there was someone or something there 

all along? I recall a piece that Admiral Bryd went to the South Pole with whole fleets and they got 

attacked by advanced aircraft and almost completely wiped out during the so-called polar expeditions 

time frame. Why is it even to this day that planes are not allowed to fly over the poles, when in some 

cases it would be the fastest route? Previous Expeditions: According to The Occult History of The Third 

Reich website, by 1938 Himmler authorized a mission to Iceland in the belief that this country was the 

last surviving link to the Aryan ancestral homeland, Thule. No Thule was home to the Thule girls, a group 

of mystics led by Maria Orsic who incidentally were not from here. My understanding is/was, they were 

all still alive in the early 2000’s as the clowns tried desperately to revive the Looking Glass technology 

which the Thule girls decoded. They were being held hostage underground in some military bunker. This 

was derived from the teachings of Rudolf Von Sebottendorff, who understood Ultima Thula, the famous 

destination of Pytheas in the fourth century BC, to be identical to Iceland. Ultima Thule is Greenland. If 

one takes into account that Icelandic is the closest language to Old Norse, that is by no means an 

overstatement. Unfortunately, these expeditions missed the target by a few thousand miles North. Perhaps 

Thule was originally part of Da Arya or Hyperborea, is the real reason for the expedition. On orders from 
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Himmler the expedition was to search for a hof, which is a place of worship of Norse gods such as Thor 

and Odin. The expedition ultimately failed as the Reichsbank lacked sufficient amounts of Icelandic 

kronur to fund their expenses, mainly due to German restrictions on foreign currency. Not German 

restrictions, but Rothschild Jewish restrictions, big difference. The Icelandic officials also denied the 

Ahnenerbe permission to excavate in certain areas, and though the Ahnenerbe did find a cave they 

claimed to be Himmler’s hof, it proved to have not been inhabited before the eighteenth century. Perhaps 

the cave was not something that was habitated permanently, only temporary when beings came through 

the portal? The Ahnenerbe was a Schutzstaffel (SS) think tank which was active in Germany between 

1935 and 1945. The Ahnenerbe lost the opportunity for any further expeditions after Iceland was illegally 

occupied by the US Marine Corps and British forces in mid-1941 to prevent its invasion by Germany. Or 

was it to prevent the Aryans from discovering their true past and indeed the true Earth history? Something 

we have discussed and revealed heavily within our book FHSTOS. Much of what has been revealed about 

Hitler has been proven to be on unsafe ground. Much of the narrative just doesn’t fit or make sense, all of 

which reveals it is a program. Hitler wrote this piece, and again one has to ask is; does this sound like a 

homicidal maniac? Adolf Hitler believed that one could divide humanity into three groups: the founders 

of culture, the bearers of culture and the destroyers of culture. The founders of culture, in Hitler's view, 

were a biologically distinct Aryan race who he believed had been tall, blond and originating in Northern 

Europe. In my opinion they came after the Rus, who were even more advanced and taught the Aryans and 

Slavs advanced culture. He believed that in prehistory, the Aryan race had been responsible for all 

significant developments in human culture, including agriculture, architecture, music, literature and the 

visual arts. All of which challenged the systems Darwinism view that everything came out of Africa, yet 

evidence of such does not bear fruit. Understanding basic genetics and DNA tells you that, white man 

cannot be bred from black people. Neither can Asians or Native Americans as well, it is a total conspiracy 

theory. That quite frankly makes the scientific, philosophical and theological communities look stupid and 

not trustworthy. If only most people saw them in that manner, most of life would be much easier now. 

Hitler believed that most modern Germans were the descendants of these Aryans, and had genetically 

inherited the Aryans' biological superiority to other races. Stating superiority is not beneficial in my 

opinion, it is another version of the chosen ones. But, there is much evidence the white race have better 

genetics and natural abilities when the individual works on themselves. And they are the holders of the 4th 

strand DNA to evolve the species and the planet onto a new level. The destroyers of culture, in Hitler's 

view, were the Jews, whom he regarded not as a genetically diverse population sharing certain ethno-

cultural and religious traits, as they were then widely recognized, but as a unified, biologically distinct 

race. Genetic, DNA and blood testing has since proven that to be the case, as we revealed in our book. He 

believed that wherever Jews went, they damaged and ultimately destroyed the cultures surrounding them. 

His story never mind our story has revealed that in the full spectrum of evil since. Hitler had promoted his 

ideas about the greatness of Germany's ancestors in his 1925 book, Mein Kampf. Outside Germany, most 

scholars and scientists regarded Hitler's ideas about human evolution and prehistory as nonsense. Like I 

said earlier trusting them has not been in our best interests has it? They said in part due to the absence of 

any evidence that North European communities had ever originated major developments in prehistory, 

such as the development of agriculture and writing, all of which first appeared in the Near East and in 

Asia. Yes, because his story was rewritten and attributed achievements to Greeks and Romans, and Asia 
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only had advancements due to the Rus. There were other seemingly successful expedition by Captain 

Alfred Ritscher to the South Atlantic coast of Antarctica in 1938, which was renamed Neu Schwabenland 

by the Germans. Could it be that the Aryans built the crystal cities in Antarctica long in the past, and the 

Germans were returning to their ancestors home? It is worth pondering upon, but his story on this planet 

has been written solely by the Jewish Hebrew cult and we have had to feed off breadcrumbs to form a 

truer picture. That would be a very interesting subject to muse about as it appears to be intrinsically 

connected to Operation Highjump one way or another. One is almost tempted to think if Devin Madgy’s 

expeditionary team are not the ones who are actually missing the target this time. Whatever the case 

might be, do we have a solid reason to believe that this world, regardless one wants to think of it as round, 

flat or pear shaped, is inhabited in its interior by superior beings of advanced technology who would be 

racially connected with the ancestral Aryan gods of the past? What happens to the author who wrote a 

short piece about this, finds out it is not just Aryans below our feet, but 38 others? The author asks; 

should we still keep any hope that, such beings are going to intervene if future events of primary 

importance on this planet, to the extent of being able to save us the White Race from the clutches of 

extinction and bring forth Heaven on Earth? Of course nobody has the definitive answer to these 

questions, although there are some people out there who, according to what they are putting out publicly, 

are taking the task upon themselves of unraveling these secrets, whether their intentions might be real or 

not. In my opinion we have had much help from not just Aryans, but the URS and some others, yet has 

this not been hampered by humanity itself? And their reluctance to do anything to save themselves? I was 

warned from afar in 2016, that to protect the white race at all costs, Fascism may have to rise on this 

planet to facilitate it. Maybe a widespread publication of our book FHSTOS can alleviate the need for that 

level of extremism? Let us face ourselves. We are Hyperboreans; we know very well how far off we live. 

It is said; neither by land nor by sea will you find the way to the Hyperborean’s, something the Pindar 

already knew this about us. Beyond the north, ice and death our life, our happiness. We have discovered 

happiness, we know the way, we have found the exit out of the labyrinth of thousands of years. Who else 

has found it? Modern man perhaps? I have got lost; I am everything that has got lost, sighs modern man. 

This modernity was our sickness: lazy peace, cowardly compromise, the whole virtuous uncleanliness of 

the modern yes and no. Rather live in the ice than among modern virtues and other south winds! We were 

intrepid enough, we spared neither ourselves nor others; but for a long time, we did not know where to 

turn with our intrepidity. We became gloomy, we were called fatalists. Our fatum, abundance, tension, the 

damming of strength. We thirsted for lightning and deeds and were most remote from the happiness of the 

weakling, resignation. In our atmosphere was a thunderstorm; the nature we are became dark, for we saw 

no way. Formula for our happiness: a yes, a no, a straight line, a goal. A yearning for the past in many 

ways, but will that work for us long term? We can and will change that, let us rebuild Hyperborea within 

our hearts and reside within the beauty and spirituality that flowed forth from there. Hyperborea or Da 

Arya is within us all from the white race, in no time we can revive that, within time we can dream it. 

 

MYSTERY SECTION: This has been happening with alarming regularity with stuff coming out of THI 

shows into the MSM. This came from one of Kevin’s presentations and yet within a week a similar 

concept with similar figures appears. What a cohencidence that is. To solve the fake climate change they 

said. But here is a pondering; what if the climate is the condition and not the weather related? Changing 
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the climate or the conditions here is indicative they are losing is it not? They have to change it, we don’t. 

Why? because the climate or conditions on this planet are already unfolding. Remember the piece the 

Earth is 40% greener? Producing more crops. But a lecturer in Space Systems Engineering, an 

astrophysicist, an MIT-trained engineer, and even Tyson are suggesting that another equally controversial 

way-outside-the-box alternative, sometimes called cosmic nudging because it involves changing the orbits 

of asteroids to increase Earth's orbit by 0.3%. Cosmic nudging as suggested by Kevin as a plot from the 

past to increase the spin. Kevin also mentioned the figure several times of 0.003 and they speak of 0.3, 

with decimal point just two places down? More evidence of Johns Hopkins math again? In Kevin’s final 

piece he spoke about the orientation of the planet, which is ongoing in higher circles and how to correct 

that. But the question is, is the planet on her side and tilted at 90 degrees, should it tilt a further 90 degrees 

and go in the 6 oclock position or 23.4 degrees to around 4.30 on the clock, something to ponder on. 

Where is the east gate from there and is it necessary? In the graphic of stars over the pyramids, the stars 

went anti clockwise, yet upon long filming they are in a clockwise motion, something to ponder on. What 

has become clear is, the Fibonacci sequence is an overlay lie, introducing the base 10 code and the deci-

mal. I have spoken for some time now of the truth frequency blowing through this planet from 2018 

onwards, it certainly escalated from there. I stated it cannot be stopped. The differing ages with the 

decimal kali yuga removed would certainly support that, but which age is next? The Satya being the 

golden age has a meaning to it, as Satya means essence and truth. Perhaps the truth frequency can’t be 

stopped has a whole new meaning now as well. What was of interest was the word Zion, and how the z 

and n can be rotated, as above so below. Aligned with the decimal of the 10 which the middle two letters 

resemble, the tenth letter that was introduced much later into our language, being the letter J and how they 

moved the disciplines of the 9 to the 10. In essence the 10 is an ascension of the 9, perhaps the ascension 

of the most famous letter J person ascending, was about Cosmic level Johns Hopkins math all along. All 

done by the Sum – Arians, sum is a math equation and how the off worlders used math to bring down the 

Aryans and everyone else. 

 

Another of those word games they like to play on us, only this time we are learning to decode it all and 

then correct it. THI word magic and code breaking has done much to draw away the consent, energy 

harvesting and spell casting from the dark forces and magicians. Given the pieces we have done about 

time and recently the concept of no time, this should make you all sit up and take more notice of things. 

The past is history or his story as we call it. A stream of pro pagan da woven into the fabric of our being 

and life and was meant to be taken as gospel. Except gospel is go spell in real terms, and we were cast 

under their spells of their narrative for far too long. But the past is in time, and in many ways we were 

stuck in time. The time matrix which bounds us to the clock or c lock, like a giant bunjee cord pulling us 

deeper into the matrix. But it is said if certain things unfold it will go down in history. Go down in history 

or his story? Why would you go down in history? Is/was time the pit? Do they like to distract us with 

pastimes? What is pastime? It means amusement, diversion, that which serves to make the time pass 

agreeably. Whose time to pass agreeably is it one may ask? The French version of time is temps, which 

brings in temporal. Other close connections to temporal are temple and templar, the connections will not 

be lost on our listeners. Temporal late 14c., worldly, secular; also terrestrial, earthly; temporary, lasting 

only for a time, from Old French temporal meaning earthly. A terrestrial lasting only for a time? Is that 
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indicative? Also directly from Latin temporalis meaning of time, denoting time; but for a time, temporary, 

from tempus meaning time, season, moment, proper time or season. From Proto-Italic tempos meaning to 

stretch, measure. Stretch or measure time? Is that reincarnation technology or something else covered 

recently. Because from PIE temp-os meaning stretched, comes from the root ten- meaning to stretch, the 

notion being stretch of time. The stretch of time was covered in Kevin’s recent presentations, the 9 went 

to the ten and the calendar went from 260 to 320 to 360 and then to 364 and 365. All of which was to 

accomplish the stretching of time to extend the year, and make slaves do more work in a stretch of time. 

Perhaps soon we will go atemporal, which means timeless. Although one can experience that now within 

certain boundaries and skill sets. But I ask again why would you go down in history? Is it not the same as 

falling in love? Which means if you loved in the past you were falling down. Why would they use words 

like that, unless it had a hidden meaning? Let us not go down in his story, let us rise in our story. 

 

Life, living and love is but an impossible dream one may think, and at times it can certainly feel that way. 

Life is filled with pain, suffering and torment. Yet, far too often we forget the special moments during our 

lifetime, as the unhappy memories override the good ones. Conveniently for me at yet another 

disappointing episode in my life, a reminder from the past came forth on Tuesday. I thought instantly this 

is something I need to look at, a reminder of the trials and tribulations that life throws at us. A free movie 

popped up on my feed called The Old Man and the sea based on a book, so I decided to watch it. This is 

the only book that interested me in school, I read it all the way through. It must have had an impact for me 

to still remember it, as I have repeated often I do not read books, I didn’t back then as a youth and don’t 

now. Yet here I am now as an author of two books myself, it is not lost on me the irony of that. Nor is it 

lost on me that I am seen upon as a teacher, given I castigated most of them during school. Perhaps I 

knew then my true path, time as it has unfolded has revealed that. The old man was taunted by the locals, 

all of whom were fishermen. Cast out of society he chartered his own path alone, with the occasional help 

from a boy. But the old man fished alone and he had gone 84 days and caught nothing, except taunts from 

the locals. Was told by his family to quit and except a more mundane life and not pursue his goals. But he 

carried on regardless of the taunts, challenges and being discarded. The old man decided to go further 

than everyone else in pursuit of his goals, which echoes my own journey from the UK the safe zone, to 

America and unchartered waters. He finds himself all alone with no help and he finally lands the fish, a 

big fish a 1500 pounder. He finally reeled it in after a few days and his hopes and goals finally achieved. 

The key was now to get back home with his fish in tow, but then the sharks arrived to take bites out of the 

fish, but he kept fighting and pushed on. The sharks came again and took more bites and he kept going. 

The sharks in essence can be seen as an analogy, as friends, bosses, parents, siblings and loved ones, all 

taking bites out of you to tow their line and hooks. Finally the old man arrives home, fish in tow but all 

the meat was devoured by the sharks and only the carcass was left, but now the locals cheered, of the 

return of the old man. It reminded me of a line in a song, but bad luck kept turning my dreams into sand. 

The story in overview reminds me of my life and maybe the reason as to why I read that book in full 47 

years ago. A life of being maligned, discarded, lied about, betrayed and rejected. Where time and time 

again you can be destroyed, but if you have an innate belief in the self and stubbornness to not give up, 

then never defeated. Another line springs to mind from a song is; a winner is a loser who got up and gave 

it one more try. The moral of the story is; to never give up, keeping fighting regardless of who or what is 
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thrown at you. Life and loves has a habit of kicking you down, the key is to keep getting back up and 

going again. In essence it is the repeated version of Humpty Dumpty is it not? Of the fall and being 

broken and then working upon putting you whole again. That is how I have lived my life and I hope to 

inspire others to being the same way. Either in the now or those who follow me when I have departed. 

Life sucks they say, nope life is fine, it is people who suck and make life and living difficult, when it 

could be all so simple. This is what each and every one of us should be striving to end on this planet, it 

should not or never have been this way. The change starts within us all. 

 

ENDING PIECE: I touched on the collective consciousness last week and how it is rising. I have lost 

count the number of times people have written pieces during the week of the show, that I had written in 

relation to the next show. People in the village recounting dreams that turned out to be shared ones 

amongst us. Their own personal ponderings aligning with each other as well. The number of chat 

sentences of personal events or occurrences also synching up between the members. The amount of 

members now who can feel me, have concurrent thinking and emotional patterns has increased 

dramatically. How many times some members are able to predict the music we have in the show, despite 

my music archive having over 360 songs. Then decoding those songs to fit into a deeper pattern. Some 

have even learned to like heavy rock despite having an aversion to it, why? because the words spoke to 

them. Before it was denigrated and cast out of society, describing it as a low vibrational music, the heavy 

rock narrative as we have all learned, has taught us much about reality and life than we ever imagined. 

The reasons the system discounted it was A: the original heavy rock bands where the equivalent of the 

original Alt Media, it told you stuff that was going on and to be wary of in the future B: they would not 

allow the music marketers to steer them and C: people were connecting dots from it. The heavy rock 

genre has the most amazing love ballads ever written, what could possibly be wrong with that? Charting 

real life situations in real ways, not the smaltzy sickly watered down drivel the mainstream Tavistock 

based music you were all forced to listen to. It spoke of his story so we could decode it into our story, 

again something the system didn’t like. If the system doesn’t like something or someone, perhaps now 

you have come to the understanding of, they were more for our benefit than not? Recently we have had 4 

fantastic presentations done by one of our members Kevin, the interconnectedness of the information, 

both public and in some cases private information was astounding. THI language, memes and code 

becoming your vocal patterns, and also speech and written formats. How members are now in increasing 

numbers are decoding the language given to us, and subtly changing the whole landscape of that, 

particularly in relation to the word magic. Words that were mind memes and spell casts, now re-oriented 

into a common sense code and understanding. The researching and pondering of his story many of you 

have delved into and creating our story. You have learned to look into things on a much deeper level, no 

longer reading for the sake of it, but processing the information and decoding what it really means. What 

sets us apart is, the ability to think for ourselves, research for ourselves, explore the meanings and words 

for ourselves and then coming to their own conclusions, most of which aligns with not only the show, but 

other members as well. Recently members are learning new skills, of connecting information from one 

show into another, some of which are years apart. To then form the story and a bigger picture that has 

been revealed. All this is unfolding whilst the majority of our members lives hundreds and indeed 

thousands of miles apart. So, what is unfolding? The increase in collective consciousness we had spoken 
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about, an increase in connectedness, an increase in affection, an increase of love, an increase in 

friendships, camaraderie and personal and inter personal relationships. An increase of intelligence and 

wisdom, an increase in caring, sharing and bonding. An increase of personal development, an increase of 

spiritual development and an increase of soul development. The sense of belonging, connecting to and 

with a family of people that not only get you, but support you as well. Members striking up lasting 

friendships, some having love relationships, some connecting on a deep spiritual basis, many connecting 

up in the dream time. From my perspective this is my pay it forward bonus, seeing so many people step 

out of their programs and comfort zones. Learning to live, think and act better, learning to overcome 

traumas, abuse and addictions, learning to care, share and cooperate in a better way. Some even learned to 

get out of not only their own head, but on a wider scale their own way. The key to evolution of the self, is 

the self, the barriers to progression, love and soul development are dependent upon you removing your 

own barriers. Clowns cannot stop you doing that, only you do. Even in the village we have had to learn 

some harsh things along the way, a few tiny ass kickings here and there in the attempt to nudge us all onto 

a better path, with varying degrees of success. But, members have been comfortable with it, and that is 

down to the desire to fix the you. Some still wish to lay it all onto me, but I cannot fix or save anyone and 

neither can anyone else for that matter. Ultimately it is down to the individual to fix and save themselves, 

it is a free will choice at the end of the day. The question is: which choice do you make? I asked sometime 

back in the shows a question that got some to ponder on, perhaps we should revisit it in light of what is 

unfolding. Maybe THI was a soul family all along? As we all look back into time and the past, it all begs 

one leading question of our lives and our impact upon it. The question is and remains; how did you love? 

 

 


